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    Synopsis. The l)ending of beams and plates is treated by the extended use of

 the reciprocal theorem of Maxwell and Betti. This new method eliminates simultaneous

 equations to be encountered in the ordinary method of analysis. In the case of plates,

 the use of transposed matrix is especially suited.

                      1. XRtroductory Rerrnarks

    The reciprocal theorem of Maxwell and Betti is weli known to be a pow-

erful weapon in many fields of mechanics. When, for example, applied to

the bending of beams, this theorem states
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case of Fig.3, in which P denotes a concentrated load applied at poine p = rc,

rpi the deflectioR for the domain O<p<rc, and rp2 the deflection for the

domain rc<p<1. If rpi be denoted byf(rc, p), then ?2 is given by inter-

changing rc and p, that is by f(p, K).

   In virtue of this,simuleaneous equations to be encountered in the ordinary

method of analysis are eliminated, and hence time and labour is much reduced.

In the case of plates, the adoption of the matrix form in the course of calcul-

ation is especially suited.

                       2. Bending of Beams

   A few cases of the bending of beams will be given.

   The first case is the cantilever as illustrated in Fig.4. Introducing di-

mensionless quantities p = dyl and rc==e/l, the defiection equation for the

domain O<p<rc is

                    d2rp1                            M                                 PI
                    du2 = - E]Il == E]z(K- p) (O<p<.),

EI being flexural rigidity of the beam. Integrating tkis equation twice
witk respect to x, and .taking (rpi)p-o=:O and (flitlSi),..o=:O into account, we

at once obtain

                        Pl3
                   opi -- 6EI (3rcp2- p3) <O <p< rc). (4)

Then the defiection rp2 for the alternative domain rc<p<1 is given by in-

terchanging the letters rc and p; that is

                        n3
                           (3prc2-rc3) (rc <R< 1). (5)                   V2 ==                       6EI

                                                                    1)Equations (4) and (5) are iR accordance with those given in ordinary textbooks.

It is to be noticed that in this case no continuity conditions at p =L- rc are necessary.
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    The second example is the simple bearn (Fig. 5). Deflection equation for

rpi (O<p<rc> becomes

            di:i--E-MI=--tEI(1-rc)p (O<P<rc>'

[Btegrating this equation, with the condition (rpi)p-o == O at the left end A of

the beam,

                           R3
                     i7i == -- 6El･((1-M) p3 -l-c(rc) p), (6)

where c(rc) is a constant depending on the parameter rc. Then by the reciprocal

theorem, the defiection rp2 (rc < p< 1) is written

                           R3
                     rp2 == -6Ef( (1- p) rc3 +c(p> rc). (7)

The continuity conditions for equations (6> and (7) are

             (ni)p=-s = (n2)p- rc, (i3/l"i),... = ([ltlf2),.... (s>

The first of these equations is identically satisfied by equations (6) and (7),

while the second gives

                     dc(rc> c(rc)
                       drc m rc = 3rc - 2rc2,

where [dCd(pP)],=. = dCi."), since c(M) in equation (6) is independent of p. The

general solution of the differeneia! equation above can easily be found to be

                   c(rc) = Arc - (2 - rc) (1 - rc) rc,

A being a mere constant. Substituting this solution into equation (7), and

considering the condition <v2)p-i =O at the right end B, we obtain A :== O.

   Hence the wanted defiections qi and v2 become respectively

       ;7, = 6Puti3 (i - rc) (<2 - rc)N- K}2)p (o <p< re),1

                                                    (Fig. 5). (9)       rp2 = il,IEII3 (1 - p) ((2 - p)R- rc2)rc (rc -< p<o i
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                                                           2)This result is in accordance with that given in ordinary textbooks.

   The third example is the beam indicated in Fig. 6. This beam

to be a statically indeterminate beam of one degree. The reaction

left end A may easily be found by using the ordinary reciprocal

equation (1), from which we have
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           R3
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           Pl3
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                                                           3)
This result is in accordance with that given in ordinary textbooks.

    The fourth example is the beam indicated in Fig. 7. By the ordinary re-

ciprocal theorem or otherwise, we have

            RiN =P(1 - rc)2<1 + 2rc), MA =: - en-(1 - rc)2.

The defiection equatlon then becomes

                 MR         d2nt
         du2 = - EwwI = iEE7(k - rc)2 (rc - (1 + 2rc) p) (o<p< .).

Integrating this, with the condition that the left end A is clamped, we simply

have

             R3
                 <1 - rc)2 (3rcp2 - (1 +2rc) p3) (O <p<rc, Fig. 7), (11)         rp1 =             6M

so that the deflection of the alternative domain is

             R3
                (1 - p)2 (3pK2 - (1 + 2p) rc3) (rc <p< 1, Fig. 7). (12)         rp2 =             6EI

                                                                    4>The result obtained is in accordance with that given in ordinary textbeoks.

    The last examp]e is the two-spanned continuous beam, in which for con-

venience equal span is assumed, as given in Fig. 8. By the ordinary reciprocal
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The defiection equation for rpi becomes

            d2rp, M A            ifff -ww " bl =- 4EI (4 - 5rc + rc3)p (o <p< .>.

Integrating this, with the condition (vi)p=-o = O, we have

                    P3
            rpi = ' 24EI((4 - 5rc + rc3) p3 +c(rc) p) (o <p<.);

and accordingly

                    R3
            V2 = - 24EI((4 - 5p + p3) rc3 +c(p> rc) (. <R< 1>.

The continuity condition at p = rc affords

                     dc(rc) c(rc)
                       d. - . == 2rc (6 - s.) ,.

the general solution of which is

                     c(rc> ;== Arc + (12 - 5rc) rc2.

The condition (rp2)pt-i : O at the intermediate support B gives A = - 7.

we obtain

       Pl3
          (1 - rc) ((7 - 5rc) rcp - (4 - rc - rc2) p3) (O<p< rc),  rp! ==
      24EI
                                                         (Fig. 8).
       P3
  n2 = 24EI (1 - P> ((7 - 5p) prc - (4 -p- p2) rc3) (.<p< 1)

                                  '
    Our last step is to find n3. To do this we first have (Fig. 9)

                  M. == - EI(ddiq,2),.., = - --l41. (1 ww .2),

and Rls =- M(ddx3Z2),.., == P4 rc (s-rc2>,

RB being a part of RB, which plays as the reaction as if AB were a

spanned beam. Then the remaining part of .RB, say Rts', which is R

-Rk, is given by

              Ris' == RB - Rg = 8･-rc(3 - rc2) - 4P-rc(s - rc2) = 4-Prc(1 - rc2>.

Hence the deflection equation for v3 becomes

51

Hence

(13)

single-

k' == RB



             d2rp, M 1                                            n
             d.L] =: - iiEIr :"= ww 'lmll(MB -f Rg'X) == 4EIre(1 - rc2) a- p),

             tt
or, on integration with the conditions (T3),=o= O and (rp3)p-=i =O, we obtain

                   Pl3
            T3 =] ' 24E7rc (l - m2) (2p - 3p2 + p3) (Fig. s), (l4)

p being measured from the intermediate support B to the right.

    From the above analyses, it can be seen that the method here presented

is a sort of "the method of initial conditionsl' provided that statically-inde-

terminate quantities are known. The present method might be applicable to

the analysis of the rahmeR and the arch stractures.

    However, when the system becomes complicated and its order of indeter-

minateness is very high, the above method would necessitate some modifica-

tion, and then recourse would be given by such as the Southwell's relaxation

method. In fact, simple cases as above may be treated by not assuming stat-

ically-indeterminate reactions and moments, the method of which is similar

to that' given in the subsquent article. Apart from this line of investigation,

we shall proceed on the bending of plates.

                       3. Bending of PIates

   The first example of the present method applied to plate problems is the

case in which a rectangular plate is subjected to an eccentric concentrated

load, the four sides of which are supposed to be of simple support. Rectangular

coordinates are taken as shown in

Fig. 10, in which both sides are

denoted by a and b, and the con･-

centrated load P is applied at point

A(g-, o)･ '
   The defiection zv of plate in

general satisfies the biharmonic

equatlon

  V`zv=(t/jlx;i,+EII5'Ei,)2w=o, (is) , Fig･ n

in the domain where there are no leads applied. If the plate under considera-
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tion be divided into two parts <I) and (II) by the straight line BC <y == o)

parallel to the axis of Ox, the defiection wi for the first part (I> <- :.isb<y< 7)

takes the form

         oo   w, == z)(A(rc) chp+B(.)pshp+c(.) shp+D(.)pch p) ,innr'X, (16)

in which for brevity

                           nzy nrrrp
                       p== , rc= ;                            aa
A(rc), B(re), C<rc>, D(rc) being constants depending on the parameter rc. Then

by the reciprocal theorem the deflection wii for the second part (II> (ry < y < l,b)

is given by interchanging p and x in equation (!6); that is

         oo   wii = ;E](A(R) ch rc +B(p) rc sh re + C(p) sh rc -F D(p) rc ch rc)sin MX. (17)

Equations (16) and (17) satisfy the condition that the sides x= O and x-- a

are of simple support.

   Now since the function <i7) must satisfy the biharmonic equation (15),

A(rc),･･`,D<rc) take the form

                  A(rc) ai a2 a3 a4 chrc
                  B<.) .., b, b, b, b, rcShrc, <ls)
                  C(rc) ci c2 c3 ce sh rc
                  D(rc) di d2 ds d4 rc ch rc

where ai, a2,･･･, d4 are independent of rc. In what follows matrix form will

be used exclusively, which greatly facilitates oar calcu!ations. Then by sub-

stitution equations (16) and (17) are written in the forms

                                ai a2 a3 a4 ch rc
      oowi =M,pti(chp, pshp, shp,pchp) 2; bc: 2: 2: "sShh.rc sinnZX, ag)

                                dl d2 d3 d4 rc ch rc

                                ai a2 a3 a4 chp
      oo                                               pshp sin n"X; <2o)                                b, b, b, b,wii == 3, l..l (ch rc, rc Sh rc' Sh rc' re Ch rc) ci c2 c3 c4 shp a

                                d, d, d, d,                                               pchp



and the latter can be rearranged in the form
  '
                              '
                                  ai bi ci di ch rc
        co  Wii m- l,..,CChp,pshp, shp, pchp) aai bb2, :g Zi resShh." sin7ZanX. <21)

                                  a4 b4 c4 d4 rc ch rc

The coefficient matrices consisting of ai,a2,･･･,d4 in equationg (19) and (21)

are of transposed matrix each other, and it caR be stated that the reciprocity

in equations (16) and <l7) is the same thing as the transposableness of the

coeflficient matrices.

    The problem to be solved then reduces to determine the coeficient matrices

so as to satisfy the continuity conditions along the straight line BC where
y = rp and the supporting conditions along the sides y == tt 3 These conditions

will be taken into accouRt successively.

    The continuity conditions are the continuity of deflections, slopes and bend-

ing moments of the domains (I) and (II) along the straight line y=rp, that

is p= rc, and as to the shearing forces there must be a discontinuity caused

by the point load P, which may be represented in the form of Fourier sine

series. Thus they take in this case the expressions

                       awl 6wll a2wl 02wll
             WI=WII, E･;P-･ = ap' 6･p2 -ww Op2'

                                                   (p=.), <2n
             6a3pWt`-tt3pW3ii=-2nP3i2i2;.I),=in-i3sin7ZaTgsinnaZSC

where D is the fiexural rigidity of the plate, i.e. D = Eh3f12(1 - p2). The first

of equations (22) is identically satisfied in virtue of the forms of equations

<l9) and (20). The second to the fourth in equations (22) will be considered.

To do this it will be convenient to refer to the succes$ive derivatives

     l chp el e2 e3 e4                                                        ch p

     a
     0p

    Et!2

    Op2

    2'
    0p3

where e

Ce, e2 ee e4)

represents one

pshp

sb p

p) cl"i p

of a, b, c,

 e3 + e4 e4 el + eL) e2

ei + 2e2 e2 e3 + 2e4 e4

e3 + 3e4 e4 ei + 3e,} e?

d. Then after a little

   pshp

        , (23)
   sh p

   pch p

rearrangement the
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where for

    al a2 a3 a4

    b, b2 b3 b,

    Cl C2 C3 C4

    d, d, d, d,

brevity

cr ==

It is noted here that, as to tke

made to the identiey ch2 rc -- sh2 rc

   The remaining conditions

suming these sides to be of simple

                    (WI) p == -a

  al a2 a3 a4

  a2 b2 b3 b4
a3+g b3-S c3 c4

a4- S b4 c4 dd

2Pa2 1 . nrre
z3D' n-3 Sln a'

   last of equations (22),

  == 1.

 aye then those along the

    support, we have

.,,

 o, (662plllli)p--A =: O'

        (6g:;r),..k ,,, o,

'

reference

sides y ==

(24)

   (25)

should be

-b
+2･

                    <WII)p=i = O,

where

                                  nrrb
                               R= .
                                   2a

The formers of these equations afford respectively

      ai bi ci di ch2 ai a2 a3 ag ch2
      a2 b2 c2 d2 RshR ,.. o. bi b2 b3 b4 2sh2 .. o.
      a3 b3 c3 d3 -sh2 ci c2 c3 c4 shl
      a4 b4 c4 d4 -2chR di d2 d3 d4 2ch2

As to the latters of equations (26) and (27), it is preferable, instead

forms as they stand, to write

               (OSpWti- tvi),.,.-A =: o, (aSlll2TT - wH)p..A == o.

Referring to the derivatives (23), equations <29) afford

As-

(26)

(27)

(28)

of the

(29)



               [Zli bdil ,i3,dl/4)=="-(7h･,,,b2b･,,b3,･,,b`d),)Ct,hth2,R. I (3o)

Thus all the coeflicients ai, a2,･･･, d4 can be determined by equations (24),

<28) and (30). First, substitutingequations (30) into equations (24), we have

          al a2 a3 a4 al -fth2 a3 f

          b, b, b, b, -SthR O { o
          ci c2 c3 c, "= a3+g -: c3 scth2' (3i)

          d, d, d, d, -S O fcthA o

Equations (28), consisting of eight equations, must be satisfied simultaneously

by a set of certain values of ai, a2,･･･, d4. We see at once that the second,

fourth, sixth and eighth in equations (28) are identically satisfied, while the

remaining four equations, with the substitution of equations <31), afford

                              a                ai - a3 thR = -z<R -2tha- kh2 a>,

                              a                a3 - c3 thR == - if2(th1- cth R>,

                              cr                ai + a3 th2 =: - IR(1 - th2 2),

                              a                a3 + c3 thR == -z(2 -2thA+2cth R).

The first and the third of these equations afford the values of coethcients ai

and c3, while the second and the fourth afford those of a3 and c3. Thus we

obtain

                           a                    ai =-I(Z-th2-2th2O,

                           cr                    a3= --, (32>                           4

                         ex                     C3 == z (R - cth 1 - Rcth21).

It is to be noted that in this case the same value oi" a3 has resulted from the dif-

ferent sets of equations, and this would sometlmes provide a practical-but
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important-means for checking that the whole system treated is a possible

one on the staRdpoint of mechanics, and that the precedillg calculations are

correct.

    The remaining coefficients a2, a4, etc. can at once be determined by sub-

stitituting equations (32) into equations (31). In this way the coaMcient matrix

in equation <19) has completely been determined. Hence the defiection wi for

the domain - "b<N< rp becomes

       co  zv == Z (ch p, psh p, sh p, pch p)

      n==1

      -2+ thl+Rth2 2, -th l, -1, 1

  ×cr- -th 2, O, i, O    4 !, -1, 2-cth2-lcth22, cth2
            -!, O, cth R, O
                     '
and accordiBgly, by transposing the coefucient matrix,

the e, omain rp <y< gb becomes .

       oo  Wii X(ch p, psh p, sh p, pch p)
       nt=1

      -2+th2+2th2 R, -'th2, 1, -1
           -th 2, O, -1, O  xf
            -1, 1, 2-cth2-2cth21, cth2
             1, O, cth2, ･ O
       as before,

          cr == ;I3'aD2.*t sinnaZS R.. !gZab, m.. n:i, p

        see that the solution obtained in equations

        with that obtained by the ordinary method

         labour is much reduced by the present method.

       solution also be effected from

 ch rc

 rc sh rc . nrrx
      sln
  sh rc a
 rc ch rc

the defiection

ch rc

rc sh rc

 shx
rc ch rc

;

wl[

(33)

fOl-

where,

                                                   nny
                                                    a'

cordance of analysis,time and Numerical evaluation
of the may efficiently the above
solution.

   As a simple extension of the above solution, we take a two-spanned

tinuous plate subjected'to a concentrated load P. Reference ls agam

Fig. 10, in which the axis of Ox is supposed to be the supporting

other conditions being assumed to be the same as those of the single-spanned

sin7ZzX; (34>

   a

       (35)

    ls m ac-
    and that

    forms of

        con-

  ' made to
  line, all the



plate above. Let concentrated loads Pq(g)de be distributed along the axis of

Ox, q(g) being a distribution functien. The deflectien wii in the dornain O<

y < t,b due to the distributed Ioad is obtained by putting rc =r O in equatlon (34),

and by integrating the result from O to a; that is

  wfi- 211,$t/,li..i t/j,is,S,"q(e)sinegELe-d.-･(chp, pshp, shp, pchp)

                                                  mx
           ×col(-2+th2{-2th22, -th2, -1, 1)sin , (36>                                                   a

where, for saving space, the parentheses col( )denote a column vector.

    On the other hand, when a concentrated load P is applied at polnt A(6, rp)

the deflection wi in the domain -Sb <y< lj is given by equation <33), which

for y == O takes the value

  <wi)y±-o == i5.k,SS,..islT, sin na"g (ch rc, rc sh rc, sh rc, xch .)

           × col (- R+ th 2+2th2 R, - th 2, -1, 1) sin nrrX. (37)
                                                   a

Since the deflection along the ayis of Ox must vanish, we have

                        <zvii)N=e + <zei)y--o = e,

from which

   (1 " th R - R th2 2) S,a q(g) sin ".T6de

             fi         . mg      =: sin (ch rc, rc sk rc, sh rc, rc ch rc) col(- 2+ th R+ 2th2 Z, - th a, -1, 1).
           a

To determine the functioR q(g> we put

                        q(g) == X c. sin nrcg,

                              n==1 a
and then

              S,a q(e) sin ".Te de :: c.S:sin2'Z.T8dg == C"2".

By substitution cn is found to be

      2. nffe l
  C" -- aUSin a 2-th rmA. -2tkl.;E(Ch rc, rc Sh rc, sh rc, rc ch rc)

            × col <- 2+ thA+1th2 R, - tk 2, -1, 1),
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in virtue of which wli becomes

  wii "= 2:31i}tii.k, iiilii (ch p, psh p, sh p, pch p)

                                                  nrcx
           × col(- 2+ th R+ Rth2 R, - th 2, -1, 1) sin . (38)
                                                   a

Thtts the wanted deflection w in the domain O<y< rp is given by the sum

             zv= (wlt of eq. (38))+(zvi of eq. (33)). (39)

Similar conslderation will eRable us to obtain deflections for the remaining

domains -lb < y < O and rp < y < ttb. Furthermore, the three-spanned continuous

plate may be treated similarly.

    The second example is the case of circular plate subjected to an eccentric

concentrated load, whose outer edge is clamped

orsimply supported (Fig.11). The differential ,
                                                      ..---. <nya)
equa#ion for deflection w, instead of equation(i5), ,.- 'x
                                                   ts oeA',,
                                                  tt   V`w == (-o?il,T+$illp/+ llir2 zlll'ii2)2w =o; "s..-tw-'l//

                                                      (w)

and solutions suitable for the present example

are

  w == .l?o (rc, p) + Ri <rc, p) cos 0

                 oo              + IE] Rn <rc, p) cos no, (4o)

                nt:2
                                                      Fig. 11･
where

       Ro (rc, R) = Ao (rc) + Bo (rc) p2 + Co (rc) log p + Do (rc) p2 !og p,

       Ri (rc, p) = Ai <rc)p + Bi (re)p3 -- Ci (m)pne' + Di <rc)plog p,

       Rn (K, p) =:':' An (rc)p" + Bn (rc)p"+2 -l- Cn (rc)p-n + D. (re)p-,t+2;

N, p representing the dimensioniess quantities

                           er
                       rc = pm, p -- -･                           aa
Let w be denoted by deflection for the domain rc<p<1, and

w' for the domain O< p< rc is given by interchanging p and rc '

in virtue of the reciprocal theorem. Hence

x

r

P
E

o s

P N

1----a a--ij

(41)

 then deflectlon

in equation (40)
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Comparing

   Ao <K)

   Bo <")

   Co <N)

   De (re)

where ai,

become '

center of

  w' == al?o (p, rc)

equation (40)

   a2! '''t

mfinite

 the

w = (1,

al a2

b, b2

Cl C2

d, d,

    dit

   as p
 plate.

p2, log p,

      B. TANIMOTO

                  oo
+ .}?i (p, rc) cos 0 + IX Rn (p, rc)

                 n# 2

with equation (42), we

      A, <rc)
[
2
j
'      B, (rc)

      C, <rc)

      D, (rc)

 do not

 tends to

Thus

        depend

          zero
       equatlons

        al a2

        b, b2
p2 log P)

        Cl C2

        d, d2

  co+ X(pn,
  n=2

pn+2, S)mn,

                    cos fzO.

               must have

 ai' a2t An<rc) aitt a2n
2:1 2:l (scf,i.9 -- 2:ll b,gll [f,l

 di' d2' Dn(rc) di" d2"

  on rc. It is noted here that terms

 are excluded, since there is no hole

  (40) and <42) take the forms

                         alt a2t

 [i, +(p, p3, p-i,piogp) 211 2: ".,

                         dlt d2'

       altl a2rt

,-n+2) 21jl 2:11 [[il'.,)cosno,

       dltt d2,t
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(42>

g
･ (43)

which

at the

cos e

(44)

w'

 =: (1, p2)(
ai bi

a2 b2

1
i
,
:
l
]

  1

  rc2

 log rc

rc2 log rc

+ (p, p3)[
al' blt

a2' bL"

:ll :ll]

  rc

  rc3

 K-1

rc log rc

cos 0

  oo+x
  nve2

Cpn, p}z+2) [
al

a2

tt

tt

bltt c!tt

b2tr c2,t

:
i
,
1
1
]

 rcn

 rcn+2

 rc-n

rc-n+2

cos ne. (45)
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    The continuity conditions along the circle p == rc are

            (gI;/), ...= (aawp'), ..., (tda'f '), nv-. == (E)il19,' ),..,.,

                                                     , (46)
            (t/lltlglli),... - (036Wp! ),... == :lreaDP (S + ;,li..? cos ne)

in which the right--hand side of the !ast equation is the expression that the

concentrated load P is written in terms of Fourier cosine series along the cir-

cle. We shall treat the continuity condltions (46), and after that boundary

conditions along the outer edge (p m- 1) will be considered.

    We now have the successive derivatives

1

0

Op

02

Op2

a3

trp3

 1
O

ap
 a2

0p2

a'
0p3

1

a

ap
62

ap2

i'
Op3

(el e2 e3 e4)

 1

 p2

log p

p2 logp

               p

               p3

 (el e2 e3 e4)

              p-1

             plogp

              Pn

             f))t-i-2

 Cel e2 e3 e4)

             p-il

            S)',t-t-2

      el

     71el

  n(n - 1)ei

n(n-1)(n - 2) ei

el e2 e3 e4
O 2e2+e4 e3 2e4

O 2e2 + 3e4 - e3 2e4

O O 2e3 2e4

  el e2 e3 e4
 el+e4 3e2 -e3 e4

   O 6e2 2e3 ei

   O 6e2 -6e3 -e4

      e2

   (n + 2) e2

(n + 1)(n + 2) e2

n(n+1)(n+2)e2

 1

 p2

 leg p

p2 log P

  p

  p3

 p-1

plogp

       e3

     - ne3

  n(n -i- 1)e3

-n (n+1)(n+2) e3

 o oo
 p 10
 p-1 p-2 pff3

p!ogp logp p-'

 1 JO
 p2 p1
              'p-2 p-3 p-4

iogp pml p-2

       e4

  - (n - 2) e`

(n - 1)(n - 2) e4

 -n(n-1)(n-2)e4

'
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                     pn pn-1 pn-2 pn-3

                     pn+2 pn+1 pn pn-1

                  ×,                      s)-n p-n-1 p-il-2 p-fl-3

                      p-il÷2 p-n+1 p-2t p-?1nv1

wkereerepresents one of a, b, ･･･,d", and the products

taken to consist of diagonal elements alone.

   Referring to tke suceessive derivatives above, the

(46) afford, with equations (44) and (45), the following:

al a2

b, b2

Cl C2

d, d2

 al a2

a2-cr b2

 Oa
 aO

'

al' ai

blt b,,'

Clt C2t

dlt d2r

alt aL,'

a2t b2r

o -g
      2

-2a O

}

altt a2tJ

bltt b2tl

Cltt C2tt

dltt d2tt

    s

of matrices should be

contlnulty

   tl  al

   tt  a2

  o

   ct
n(n-1)

conditions

a2tt

b2r,

cr
(47)

                     th2
where for brevitY ex =: s.D･

    Equations (47) are the continuity conditions,

conditions aiong the outer edge p =: 1.

remain undetermined, and they will become

boundary conditions are taken into collsideration.

   We take the outer edge te be o£ clamped support,
the equations

                                  (3-7),moi = o･
                    (W)p--1 :O,

Equations (48) give

         ai +bi == O, 2bi +ci +di == O;

     ai' + bi'+ ci' =: O, ai' + 3bi' -ci'

  ai" + bi" + ci't + d}･" = O, nai" + (n + 2) bi"- nci" -

where n :1, 2, ･･t. Substkuting equations (47) '

matrices become deterrninate.

    Thus the wanted deflections w (for re < p < 1> and w' <for

respectively

n(n+l
   o

             apart from the boundary

In respective matrices three constants still

          deterrninate when the outer

which is

  + d}'= O;

        (n - 2) d)･tt

into equations (49),

expressed by

<48)

       (49)

= o,

the coethcient

O < p < rc) become
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w m' a(1, p2, log p,

       oo     + X ev(s)n,

       n=,2

          '         /tt

wr

 =ag, p2)(11 IIIII ?g

       co     +ii!i]a(pn, pn+2)

       na=2

where as before

The usual forms

and they tal<e the

     Pa2
  w::=     8zD

       Pa2
     - s.D rc((1

     +gl･IIx,..,,rcn[un-

Reciprocal

p2 log P)

 Theorem

,t/s }

-" "?s
 -"
Ol
10

pn-l-2, p-n, p-n+2)

  Method for Applied

()1+cr(p, p3, pn,

   11 n-1 n

 n n+1
       n(n+1>
n(n2i) o

    p3)ki t, ntO,

     ol          n(n - 1>

  -n(nt 1> O

     6r  rc == -) p===     aa
           and (5!>

   m p2))

     grc2p-1

    (il' - . -rcF2 Dp""-2

 Mechanics

        -1

        l
 p log p)

        e,

k'.' cosne,

           cr

      of expression for eqtttions (50)

       forms

((p2 + x2) log to + b(1 + N2)(1

      - rc2)p'S(2 - rc2) p3 +

         (n ili i - ft2),on +

  1

  rc2

      + a(p,
log rc

N2 log rc

  11n-! n

n n+1

   Pa2
   8rrD'

o
l rc log

r
c

rc3

rc-1

 cos

1

um
 i'

-s

o

ts]coso

cos 0

nO,

(50)
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          rcn

         rcn+2
                      (51)
         rc-ll

        .-n+2

        are not so complicated,

                        tt

+ 2p log p) cos 0



             -n(n"l o P-" fi?- n(nlww i) p-"+2] cos no (rc <p< 1),

      .Ptz2
  W' = s.D(("2 + P2) IOg rc + g(1 + p2)(1 - .2))

        Pa2
      um s.DP((1 - P2) rc - M2 m p2)rc3 + 'tip2re'i + 2rc log rc) cose

      + illtllil}tlli.2p"[rm (n l i m Cii2)x" + (Hni - nP+k)tgn+2

             - n<nPi i) rc-" + n(n L i) rc-"+2] cos ne (o <p< rc).

We see that the above resuk is the same as that obtained by the ordinary
        5)
procedure.

    If, instead of equations (48), we take

            (w),..i = o, C60"iY + v( lp rlli; -i- pi,Oo2eW,)],...i .,, o,

we then have the case in which the outer edge of the circular plate is simply

supportedts: v being Poisson's ratio of the plate. The rest of this case is here

omitted.

    In conclusion, it is added that the present report is confined to the cases

whose solutions are known otherwise. But several additional examples, which

are more complicated and seem their solutions not to have been given owing

to the complexity, have been worked out, and they will appear some other

day.
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